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COACHING/PERSONNEL 
 
Coaching 
Mike McCarthy couldn’t have handled the challenges that come after a Super Bowl title 
much better. He had the players focused from the beginning and rattled off 13 straight 
victories to start the regular season on the way to one of the more remarkable regular 
seasons in franchise history. The one remaining bugaboo from McCarthy’s past, 
penalties, also got fixed. Edgar Bennett (receivers coach) and Jerry Fontenot (running 
backs) made smooth transitions into their new positions. The Packers tied for fewest 
penalties accepted (76) in the NFL and the second-fewest penalty yards (591). Both totals 
set franchise records for a 16-game season. There were only nine special teams penalties 
in that total. The defensive staff, led by coordinator Dom Capers, could never figure out a 
way to get more pass rush. Capers blitzed more than he did in his first two seasons as the 
Packers’ coordinator, but it had only a minimal impact. Lack of pass rush combined with 
problems at safety were the biggest factors in the defensive decline. With the No. 1 seed 
and home-field advantage throughout the playoffs, McCarthy couldn’t get his team past 
the divisional round.  Grade: B+ 
 
Personnel moves 
Inexplicably, General Manager Ted Thompson did nothing to upgrade the right outside 
linebacker position. He mistakenly banked on the combination of Erik Walden, Frank 
Zombo and Brad Jones to provide pass rush opposite Clay Matthews. It never happened. 
He also failed to jump back into the bidding for defensive end Cullen Jenkins when the 
free-agent market wasn’t as strong as thought and had no one to replace Jenkins’ pass 
rush. Wisely let Daryn Colledge walk in free agency for big money and also cut ties with 
high-priced veterans Nick Barnett and Brady Poppinga, who were past their primes. Got 
receivers James Jones and Jordy Nelson to re-sign at modest costs and locked up guard 
Josh Sitton. Rookie class produced only one immediate impact player, Randall Cobb.  
Grade: C+ 
 


